
 The Maratopia
SMART 

Search Space Analysis
It’s No Fluke Where Your Website Ranks

Over 60 tests will reveal:

● What has been hindering your website’s rankings

● What the best in class have been doing to get higher 
than you

● How we can help you match and beat your 
competitors

● What Return on Investment you can expect



Taking the Guesswork Out of SEO

You need to know:
Why Google has placed other sites above yours?
What actions are needed to catch competitor sites?
Where your SEO opportunities are?
What revenues you can expect?
Is Google penalising my site?

We’ll benchmark industry best practice:
Content Scoring
Backlink Profile
Core Web Vitals
Forensic Analysis of Top 10 for leading Keywords

A forensic blueprint on how to promote you above each competitor
Jargon Free, Evidence Based 

No smoke and mirrors, no magic, no dark arts. 
Just Facts

And analyse your site for best practice
SEO Hygiene
Analysis of Google Search Console (if provided)



SEO Gap Analysis
A Forensic Approach to SEO

Understand Your 
Competitive 
Search Space

Content Gap 
Analysis

SEO Hygiene & 
Technical Gap 

Analysis

Backlink 
Authority Gap 

Analysis

➔ Your competitors’ 
rankings

➔ Which competitors are 
best to model

➔ Google penalties
➔ Keyword opportunities

Campaign Creation

Provide 
Content To 
Be Found On

Remove On 
Site Barriers 
& Structure 
Your Content

The Words & 
Positions 
To Bring You 
Success

Backlink 
Requirements 
to Amplify 
Content

Campaign to 
Overtake 
Competitors

➔ Is your site optimised or 
structured to best use of 
your content?

➔ Are you being penalised 
for poor Speed or Core 
Web Vitals?

➔ Content scoring against 
best in class

➔ Content volume v 
competitors

➔ Is the content thin or 
duplicate?

➔ Competitors backlink 
strengths

➔ Toxic backlinks
➔ Citation weaknesses
➔ Leaking Link Juice

➔ To compete with the best, 
with an agile campaign 

➔ To outsmart the best 
competitors’ strategies, 
avoiding their mistakes



WHAT MAKES IT DIFFERENT
WHAT MAKES IT SMART

WHAT MAKES IT DIFFERENT
Specific tests 
Measurable results
Attainable rankings from
Realistic evidence based recommendations
Timely, ready to go in an achievable timeframe 

Making The Difference 
Interpretation and analysis of the results by experienced 
professionals

Understanding the evidence and the implications

If It smells wrong, If the evidence conflicts:
We retest, validate, dig deeper, use other tools

Opportunism
We search for long term fixes AND Opportunistic quick wins

Seeking out big hitting keywords that you can rank with
Understand where and how we can best compliment your 
team



Keywords & Traffic
Find Out 

● What your competitors rank for and 
where their traffic comes from

● PPC v SEO opportunities

Understanding your 

● Search Space Keyword Opportunities

● Precisely what is required to catch 
any given competitor

● What Revenues each position on 
Google could drive for you

● Keyword trends and rising 
popularities

KEYWORD TRENDSCOMPETITOR KEYWORD POSITION DISTRIBUTION

COMPETITOR KEYWORD TRAFFIC ANALYSIS

KEYWORD ROI



We’ll show you:

1. Important Keyword Clusters
2. The impact of increasing your rankings by just a few positions
3. What revenues can be generated by with even modest ranking improvements 
4. What revenues you can expect targeting keyword clusters for targeted new rankings

It’s All About Your Return
Each 2 place rank improvement can double your traffic



Core Web Vitals
& Speed
Google’s Usability Criteria
● Find out if your site’s speed 

performance is holding you back

● Benchmarking to chief 
competitors

● Are there quick wins?

SITE SPEED

CORE WEB VITALS

DOM SIZE

CRITICAL RENDERING PATH



Content Tests
Google is massively responsive to 
good content

We Identify
● Duplicate Content Issues

● Thin Content Issues

● Content Benchmarking

● Blog Analysis

● Featured Snippet Opportunities

● Is the CMS creating duplicate 
content unwittingly?

DUPLICATE CONTENT

BLOG ANALYSISFEATURED SNIPPETS

Content Benchmarking to Top of Google

Structured Data



SEO Hygiene
Give Google What Google Wants

Remove Barriers to Good SEO

Identify and Avoid Google Penalties

● Metas

● Headings

● Indexation

● Image sizes

● Alt Tags

● Language tags

● Canonicals

● Penalty Review

ON PAGE ISSUES

IMAGE OPTIMISATION

SITE STRUCTURE

∂

CRAWL DEPTH
GOOGLE ALGORITHM PENALTY REVIEW

Language Tags



Backlink Tests
● Competitor Backlink Analysis

● Outbound links

● Backlink growth

● Toxic Backlinks

● Topical Backlink Review

● .gov .edu link analysis

● Citation Analysis for Local SEO

Trust Flow and Citation Flow Analysis

Backlink Analysis

Sitewide Backlink Issues

Toxic Backlinks

.gov & .Edu backlinks

Competitor Backlink Growth

Topical Trust Flow

Competitor Backlink Tracking

Citation Audit

Inbound & Outbound Follow No Follow Ratio



Google Search 
Console

Understanding your site 

as viewed By Google

Traffic and positions

What pages and Keywords are the winners 

and losers

What keywords have declined

Where has your traffic come from and why?

*Access to Google Search Console Required

Premium or Add On           



Google Search 
Console

Understanding your site 

as viewed By Google

To discover performance,Indexing  

and usability issues.

And uncover and structured data 

opportunities

Tests investigated  will depend on what we 

find if given access*

*Access to Google Search Console Required

Structured Data UseIssues in Google Search Console

Indexation Issues

Mobile Experience

Performance Analysis

Premium Only or Add On          



Forensic Analysis

A BLUEPRINT TO PAGE 1 RANKINGS

FORENSIC TOP 10 ANALYSIS FOR KEYWORDS

For Each Core Keyword
● A forensic breakdown of some 22 key ranking drivers
● For each top 10 position on Google
● Content Score Required To Be the Best
● To deliver a precise strategy for each keyword 

○ On Page
○ Off Page
○ Core Web Vitals

Standard Report = 
1 Forensic Report Of Our Choosing

Premium Report= 
2 Forensic Reports 
for YOUR Keyword Choice



I Use SEO Tools Already…. Why Would I Need You?

Maybe you don’t, if you’re killing every competitor on every keyword, but you’ve read this far.. So maybe worth an exploratory chat?

Maybe there’s an element of your SEO that is unresponsive? Maybe you just don’t have time to pull all of the data sources together?

Maybe your own SEO strategy would benefit from some external validation?

Maybe you want your suspicions confirming? Or are just curious about what the pros would do?

We go over and above simply running a single tool, we use multiple tools and our own manual examinations and analyses to check and cross check

We test issues that the automated tools don’t

We spend approx 3-4 days following the evidence and our experienced noses

We heavily subsidise this because we see it as an ideal credibility builder, particularly if you’ve had your fingers burned before

Our experience of examining ‘000s of sites over two decades helps us see things others don’t

We are able to understand underlying issues by pulling multiple data sources together and joining the dots

Maybe your traffic’s crashed post migration or post Google update and want to know why?



Is it really No Obligation No Cost?

There is No Obligation to buy the report  or invest in any of our services 

All we ask is that you:
● Attend the presentation which is usually 50-60 minutes, in which time you will learn exactly what it takes to beat your competitors
● Having seen the report, if you want a copy, we will send you a copy on receipt of £570+VAT
● If you would additionally like all the keyword, competitor keyword and crawl result spreadsheets that would be just an additional 

£425+VAT

If you do buy the report and work with us, we will deduct the cost from your first 6 month campaign with us.

If you don’t want the report or spreadsheets that’s fine there’s no obligation, no hard feelings , we’d like to stay in touch, maybe someday you will 
want to talk again

At the end of the day.. If you don’t like it you don’t pay for it. If you love it and end up working with us we’ll deduct it from your campaign fee



Strategy Selection - not formulaic
But based on where you are and what you want to achieve 

QUICK RESULTS

BRAND ENGAGEMENT

IMPROVING SPECIFIC KEYWORDS

IMPROVING BROAD KEYWORD VISIBILITY



Some Companies We’ve Worked With



Our Exclusivity Promise

If we work with YOU:

Our Vision 
is to be our clients’ most trusted advisors

Our Mission
Increase the Value of your Business through 

Cost Effective 
Agile and Forensic 

Search Marketing Strategies

1. We will not work with a competitor of yours

2. This means that the Industry Search Space Analysis 
becomes your exclusive property and that we won’t 
share this with anyone else in your industry, 
especially your named competitors

3. When we work with you we will not pick up the 
phone to your competitors, we will be exclusive to 
you

4. We will happily sign a NDA 

5. Will use plain English, shoot from the hip and be 
jargon free

6. Price Match - any onshore agency, if a big city 
agency is cheaper- THEY WILL BE CUTTING CORNERS

Why Maratopia



Maratopia

Search Marketing

● Search Engine Optimisation (SEO)

○ Technical SEO

○ International SEO

● Outreach / Link Building / Earning

● Content Marketing & Blogging

● Paid Search

○ Google Ads

○ Bing Ads

○ Social Media Ads

○ Display

● Social Media Management 

● Conversion Analysis & UX

● Strategy & Consulting

Steve 

steve@maratopia.co.uk

0787 9696 355

01484 556 704

www.maratopia.co.uk 

Web Design & Development

● WordPress

● Woo Commerce

● Shopify

Maratopia Services

http://www.maratopia.co.uk

